Diamond Tread Aluminum Sheet | Haomei
Diamond tread aluminum sheet is strong, lightweight and is used to provide protection and traction on high traffic areas. It can be
applied on signs,car inside and outside decoration, household appliances, aerospace etc.
This is very commonly used for tool boxes, wall panels, flooring, truck bed liners and trim, garage and workshop outfitting, step plates
and any other application that needs the light weight and strength of aluminum diamond tread plate with increased traction of the
raised tread pattern.
Specification of diamond tread aluminum sheet:
Item

aluminum checkered sheet

Grade

1050, 1060, 1100, 3003,5052, 5083, 5086, 6061 etc.

Temper

O, H12, H14, H16, H18, H24, H24, H26, H32, H34

Standard

ASTM-B209. EN573-1, GB/T3880.1-2006

Thickness

0.8 - 12mm

Width

400-1220mm

Length

max 6000mm for sheet or as required for coil

Pattern

big 5 bar / small 5 bar / 3 bar / diamond / pointer

Surface

polished, mill finished, power coated, sand blast, anodized, brushed.

treatment
Surface

Oleo phobic coating,protective film,paint coating.

Protection
Packing

Export wooden pallets. The bundle weight not exceed 2MT. Loading:by 1x20GP.

Quality

Totally free from defects like white rust, oil patches,roll marks, edge damage, camber, dents,
holes, break lines, scratches and free from coil set.

MOQ

1-2 Metric ton

Free sample

Available

Delivery time

20-30 days after deposit

Advantages of aluminum diamond tread plate
Anti-skid. It is benefit from the raised surface of the checker plate.
Anti-corrosion and rust. The aluminum and galvanized material can help the checker plate from the corrosive and dusty
environments.
Anti-high temperature and alkaline.
Decorative. The bright surface, especially the polished aluminum checker plate has outstanding decorative affection.
Easy to install and economical. They are one-piece structure and lightweight, we can install them with few people and less cost.
Application for diamond tread aluminum

Decoration usage: ceiling, furniture, wall, inside and outside, bar, windows, the autos.
Anti-skid usage: stairway, elevator, bus flooring, vehicle step, workshop flooring, ship deck, roofing, cabinet.
Protection usage: wall corner, electric shell.
Household usage: refrigerator, microwave oven, bags.
Aerospace and military usage: such as China's current large aircraft, etc.
Package and delivery of diamond tread plate aluminum sheets
- Standard seaworthy export packing,wooden pallets with plastics protection for the aluminum sheet/plate.
- 15-20 MT can be loaded into 20' container and 40' container.
- The other packing can be made base on the customer requirement.
- We have successfully worked with several shipping compaines that give us best price.
- Delivery Time: 1~7days workdays( in Stock);10~25days workdays( our of Stock).
-By express:DHL/UPS/FEDEX/EMS and our own express line.
-By air or By sea

